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the three documents at issue (the third was found to be lawfully 

withheld, a decision upheld by this Circuit). 

The attached affidavit sets forth in more detail the explana- 

tion of why the CIA determined that the withholding of the two 

documents was no longer justified after public testimony was given 

by officials before the House Committee on Assassinations on 

September 15, 1979. Prior to the hearing, the Director of the CIA 

had reviewed the information and agrééd to declassify it. After 

the testimony was given, the CIA independently initiated a review 

of the withheld documents and decided to release them, despite the 

fact that the District Court had held the withholding was proper 

and the case was on appeal. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
). 
) 
) 
) 
) 

HAROLD WEISBERG, — 

Plaintiff, 

Vie Civil Action No. 75-1448 

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION,) SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT - 

Defendant. 

  

Robert E. Owen, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 

1. I am the Information Review Officer for the Directorate 

of Operations of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). My 

authority and responsibilities remain as described in my affi- 

davit of 26 July 1979. This affidavit is offered to provide 

supplementary information concerning circumstances surrounding my 

decision to declassify two of the Warren Commission transcripts   | at issue in the above~-styled litigation. 

2. The classification of the executive session transcripts   
' of the Warren Commission meetings of 21 January 1964 (CIA Exhibit 
| 
Hay ) and 23 June 1964 (CIA Exhibit B) must be viewed in terms 
i 

What is evident on the faces of the documents themselves provides 

| only part of the rationale. The circumstances surrounding the 
u 

, events recorded in the documents were also essential causative 

‘factors in the classification process. Thus, the documents and 

i, factors external to, but related to, the documents must be part 

of the perspective from which the documents and their classifi- 

, cation is viewed. 

= (1) CIA Exhibit A consists of pages 63 through 73 of the tran- 
i Script. 

  
of the circumstances in which the transcripts came into existence. ' 

 



   

3. In the early 1960s, the United States and the Soviet 

Union had been in active competition for most of two decades in i 

numerous and varied arenas; military, economic and political. 

Both countries had proven their abilities in the area of nuclear 

destruction. Both countries were anxious and concerned about 

the unpredictable nature of the other. Neither trusted the 

other and each expected the worst from each other. The "Bay of 

Pigs" and the "Cuban Missile Crisis" had only recently taken 

place, raising the level of mutual tension. On 22 November 1963 

the President of the United States was assassinated. Much of the 

world held its breath, waiting to see what would happen next. 

The accused assassin was an American who had defected to the 

Soviet Union and lived there for several years. He had returned 

to the United States about a year before the assassination. His 

personal behavior pattern was unusual. His untimely death made 

it impossible to resolve many of the mysteries surrounding his 

activities. One of the most disturbing questions at the time was 

whether Lee Harvey Oswald was a Soviet agent. 

4. In February of 1964, Yuriy Nosenko, an officer in the   KGB, the Soviet intelligence organization, defected to American   
intelligence. Among other things, he indicated he possessed 

information about Lee Harvey Oswald's contacts with the KGB   
‘while Oswald was in the Soviet Union. As Nosenko was debriefed, 

; it became clear that Nosenko's information tended to establish 

that Oswald was not an agent of the Soviet KGB. The problem then 

became one of establishing Nosenko's bona fides. If Mr. Nosenko 

could be proven to be honest and his information to be believable, | 

  

  it would be possible to conclude that Oswald had no connection 

‘with the Soviet KGB and that the Soviet Union had nothing to do 

‘with President Kennedy's death. If, on the other hand, Mr. 

'Nosenko was proven to be not bona fide but instead to have been



  

  

  

    

programmed by the KGB to provide false information to establish 

the "innocent" nature of Oswald's contacts with the KGB, it 

would have been possible to conclude that Oswald may have been 

an agent of the KGB and was acting on behalf of the KGB when 

he shot President Kennedy. The possible éGusequenges of the 

conclusion based on the latter set of circumstances were stag- 

gering. Establishing Nosenko's bona fides was a critical element 

in making any Jndqmant ‘on the possibility of Soviet involvement 

in President Kennedy's death. 

5. Establishing the bona fides of a defector from a hostile 

foreign country necessarily involves the ability to provide 

independent verification of a substantial portion of the intelli- 

gence information received from the defector. Such verification 

normally involves the use of other sources of information 

completely independent of the defector to cross-check the 

defector's information. An intelligence agency's ability to 

provide such verification is normally a well-guarded secret, 

since public acknowledgement usually prompts hostile action to 

negate such sources. Likewise, the public acknowledgement of a 

lack of such capabilities can be very effectively used against 

an intelligence service by hostile foreign intelligence services. 

» In brief, the extent of an intelligence service's ability to 

i provide independent verification of a defector's information is 

: significant counterintelligence data. The significance of such 

‘ circumstances is vastly increased when the defector is an intel- 

: ligence officer and the independent verification requires other 

i sources knowledgeable of the daily, inner workings of the 

i defector's intelligence service. Hypothetically, acknowledgement 

i of the CIA's ability to provide independent verification of 

'. information received from a KGB defector would establish the 

likelihood that the CIA had sources inside the KGB able to report 

 



    

  

      

on and possibly influence KGB intelligence activities. On the 

other hand, if it became clear to the KGB that the CIA lacked 

the means of independently verifying certain information about 

the KGB, it might mean that the CIA had no source inside the 

KGB which could in turn signify that the CIA had no way of 

knowing about any KGB agents operating inside of the CIA or KGB 

aueenpes to establish sushi agents. These are only a few of the 

possible consequences of disclosures concerning the limitations 

of the CIA's ability to verify information concerning develop- 

ments in the Soviet Union or in the Soviet KGB. The examples 

are hypothetical but concerns are real. 

6. The two Warren Commission transcripts cited earlier are 

both concerned with different aspects of the U.S. intelligence   capability of providing independent verification of information 

concerning developments in the Soviet Union. The transcript of 

21 January 1964 reveals a discussion of the problems of how to 

verify information concerning activities in the Soviet Union 

related to Lee Harvey Oswald's personal experiences as a defector. |   It is clear that CIA representatives had briefed the Commission 

staff on the Agency's capabilities and have proposed to use the i 

services of two Soviet KGB defectors in drafting questions to : 

be put to the Soviet government and in reviewing the documents 
—— 

written by Oswald, see page 63 et seq, CIA Exhibit A. The fact eS , 

that two officers had defected from the KGB was obviously not a 

secret to the Soviet KGB. However, the status of their relation- . 

: ship with the CIA and the manner in which they were proposed for 

use in support of the Warren Commission suggested a great deal 

about the level of confidence the CIA had in those defectors.   : Conversely, the fact that no other intelligence capabilities were 

‘discussed to support the same objective of the Commission sug- 

gested strongly that other assets were either not available or 

>



  

not considered appropriate or reliable. This would have had 

particular meaning, for example, if there had been more than 

two KGB defectors available to the CIA at the time. 

7. As a designated spokesman for the CIA, Mr. John Hart 

testified before the Select Committee on Assassinations of the 

U.S. House of Representatives on 15 September 1978, concerning 

the Soviet defector, Yuriy Nosenko. The final report of that 

Committee is titled "Investigation of the Assassination of 

President John F. Kennedy," hereinafter referred to as "Volume 

II" (CIA Exhibit C). Volume II contains the testimony of 

Mr. Hart and the Committee's staff study on Nosenko, based on 

classified information provided by the FBI and the CIA. The 

study appears on pages 439 through 481 of Volume If. The clas- 

sified material on which the study was based was declassified at 

the request of the Committee, by the CIA and the FBI, to enable 

the Committee to include the study in the final report in Volume 

II. See remarks of Mr. Blakey in the first complete paragraph 

on page 487 and the third and fourth paragraphs on page 438 of   Volume II. Regarding the transcript of 21 January 1964 in which 

the limitations on the CIA intelligence capabilities relating to 

certain kinds of activities in the Soviet Union are evident and 

which provided the principal and major justification of the 

classification of the transcript; Mr. Hart testified in the third 

paragraph on page 506 of Volume II "...and the Central Intelli- 

gence Agency had no particular, in fact, did not have any assets 

capable of making an investigation within the Soviet Union...." 

That statement, though brief, was obviously a comprehensive   appraisal of the CIA ability to conduct a certain kind of inves- 

, tigation within the Soviet Union in 1964. That public acknowl- 

“edgement of CIA's limitation on intelligence activities in the 

Soviet Union in 1964 could still, in 1978, be used by -the Soviet 

i KGB to the disadvantage of the CIA and in a manner in which 

identifiable damage could result. The amount of probable damage 
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in 1978 was low, however, CIA would have maintained the clas- 

sification on the document except for the political necessity 

posed by the Congressional dneaaed gent.on. 

8. The discussion of the Commission contained in the 

23 June 1964 transerine {éza Exhibit B) is primarily concerned 

with ecorsenlans ef consem ibid the inabiriey of the govern- 

ment agencies, principally the CIA, to establish the bona fides 

of Nosenko as a credible Soviet defector and the negative ennee- 

quences of this uncertainty for the Commission's hope to use 

Nosenko's information. . It might be noted that a variety of 

Nosenko-related information was being released to numerous 

Freedom of Information Act requesters by the CIA and the FBI in 

1976 and 1977, including to the plaintiff. The material released 

was limited to what Nosenko claimed to know about Lee Harvey   Oswald and his experiences in the Soviet Union, including con- 
| 

tacts with the Soviet KGB. None of the documents released prior 

to the report of the House Committee in its Volume II contained ; 

details concerning the problems involved in establishing Nosenko's. 

9. The House Committee on Assassinations Staff prepared a | 

bona fides. 

summary report based, in part, on classified material made 

: available by CIA and the FBI. The report is titled “Investiga- 

‘ tion of Yuriy Nosenko" and commences on page 439 of Volume II. 

A section containing the kind of knowledge expressed by the 

ii Commission members in the 23 June 1964 transcript (CIA Exhibit 

;, B) appears commencing on page 444 of Volume II and is titled 

"Doubts About Nosenko's Bona Fides." The entirety of the staff 

i report in Volume II is concerned with the details of Nosenko's 

, debriefing; the various factual statements he made which were 

' believable or which were in doubt, and the variety of efforts 

: made to establish the truth in the matter.



  

10. Mr. Hart's testimony before the Committee, which appears 

in Volume II commencing with page 487, contains a much more 

detailed recitation of the nature of CIA's doubts about Nosenko's 

bona fides and the attempts to establish the truth. One of 

Mr. Hart's most succinct statements on the point appears on 

page 495, line 40, Volume II, where he stated, "The Agency's 

activity was devoted to breaking Nosenko, who was presumed, on 

the basis of suspedel, evidence given by Mr. X, that Nosenko was 

a 'dispatched KGB agent' sent to mislead the United States." 

Again on page 496, line 34, Volume II, Mr. Hart stated, "The 

question of just how to deal with Nosenko has been carefully 

examined, and it was decided that although the Agency was 

intensely suspicious of him, perhaps more than suspicious, they 

had concluded that he was being dispatched to mislead the U.S. 

Government." Finally, on page 523, line 31, Volume II, Mr. Hart 

stated, "It is my understanding that the Nosenko information was 

made available to the Warren Commission but it was made avail- 

able with the reservation that this probably was not valid 

because this man was not a bona fide defector and that there 

was a strong suspicion that he had been sent to this country to 

i mislead us.... I believe that the Warren Commission decided 

that they simply would not take into consideration what it was   
that Nosenko had said." 

ll. Clearly, the problems that the U.S. Government had in   
1964 in confirming the details of events taking place in the 

. Soviet Union and in establishing the details of activities of 

i} the Soviet KGB, and particularly the bona fides of a Soviet KGB 

defector, were demonstrated in general terms in the Warren 

‘ Commission transcripts which were declassified as a consequence 

of the more detailed disclosure on the same subjects made in the 
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House Committee's Volume II. The classification of the tran- 

scripts had been to protect against providing the Soviet KGB 

with the advantage of the insight into CIA that the transcripts 

‘could provide. The declassification and release of the study and 

testimony provided in Volume II made the continued classification 

of the transcripts untenable. The transcripts were declassified 

- because of the declassification of material necessary for the 

release of Volume II, not because of plaintiff's litigation. 

Clot 2. Quer 
Robert E. Owen 
  

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA ) 

) ss. 
COUNTY OF FAIRFAX ) 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this AL day of 

November 1979. 
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(Discussion 

The Chaixman 

Rep. Boggs. 

o£ a motion maybe, 

President, and in 

coe 

Mn GRATE pum lnermth Boonen] Jee Pane foge05~ ? Po! SPEEA en ate 

o££ the record.) 

- On the record. . 

Z would like to say only, to pee te in 

the case of the President and his wife, 

Commission authorize its Chairman, the Chie£ Sore to 

whatever steps he 

be portinent from 

the .Chaixman. What motion would yor make conmcernin 

Connally and his w 

. Rea. Boggs. 

same terms 

The chaienan. 

was thera in the £ 

‘fix. Boggs. What I was thinking o 

you as Chairman covld handle it. The rest of them 

have any hesitancy 

him what happened. 

The Chairman. 

' 
meeting, aS 

that in the case of the widew of the Late 
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Sanne advisable to get whatever testimony may 

those people 

LEQ? . e.g 

They would be included, I would thini, under thi! 

How about Senator Yarborough and whoaver else - 

ront seat with President Johns gon? 
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about calling Ralph varbox rough in here 

was of the top people the - 

wouldnt 

and asix | 

To understand. Is that the sense of thea 

gentlenen? If it is, that will be done. 

The next one is Ttem G under 2, Conference with CTA, 

can go on farther. 
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But Lee has been having sore , discussions with 
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terials to CTA fox pucposes Giscussed at 

st state generally what it is, and then nee



the CLA concerning any possible connections that Oswald might 

rv QO 

have had with the Soviets, and they would like to have us give 

them certain of our vecords so they can show them to some of 

people, namely a couple of pexsons who have @efecced from Soviet 

Russia, and I raised the question with Lee as to whether vt should 

do that without ¢aking-some very careful precautions because LE 

we should do that, and these people should turn out to be courter- 

ps
 

mtelligence agents, and then something would develop fcom Russia 

about this, about the thing as a result of what they saw, this 

Commission would look awfully bad befoxe the world, and I mysele 

question the advisability of showing those xecords to any Gefacior. 

I personally would pe willing to bring the CIA here, let them 

see what we have in that xegard, and then let the CIA do what it 
2 

thinks sicula be done in order to verify or disprove it or amplify 

it in any way, shape or form. Now that is my own vici. 

Tee, would you like ‘co express yourself further on it. You 

@ida't agree with me exactly. 

er
 

fr
 

Me. Rankin. Well, the Chief Justice also suggested th 

possibly we should have a meeting with the representatives of the 

CTA and the FBI and the Secrat Sexvice that gave us these matexiois 

mad see what their suggestion was about. handling them. These two 

defectors are men who vere formexly in the sexvice of the conpanc! 

pnit of the Soviet Union. 

tic. Dulles. GB. 

Me. Rankin. HEB, and the Cia people say they coulantt haxraly 
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4 . 

che Soviet before they came ovex here and defected, and they hare 

great. confidence in them, the CIA, but the question -- 

lir. Dulles. Ther were not before, after they defected in : 

these two cases. They were part of the KGB when they defect Lot. 

Me. Rankin. Yes. , 

i¢é. Dulles. And since then have been working very closely | 

; “with us, one has — working six or ‘seven years and one sbout i 

two years. " | 

Mr, Dulles .- Yes, but prior to defecting they were with the 

, KeB, isnt< that right? . 

. tic. Rarikin. They wexe with the KGB , one was in Vienna anc’ 

ore was. in Finland aad fairly high up in the KGB. The material. 

a 8 they have in mind is nothing that is really classizied in one 

sense. Tt would be the material that Oswald himself wrote, Oswald 

Giary, letters and things of that kind in Russia, and it would he 

that tyre of macerial. ‘Whey wouldn'’t want to show them an E Y 
i . Thee 

material that was sort of generally classified. Some of this has * 
. . . . : , — : 

not. been disclosed to the President. Some of it has heen par-’ e 

tially disclosed but‘it. is the form of the writing, and so forth, 

and ‘things of that kind that are very -- mean a gocd deal to a iaan 

who is working on the inside of the Soviet Secret Sarvice. As I 

say, it is nothing’ chat normally would be classified. Tt is only 

that all of what was obtained from Oswald has noz yet boon dig- . 

closed to the American press. 

Sen. Russell. Do you have anvthing from Oswald by the way of
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diaries or other writings other than what we have seen? 

Mr. Dulles. You have seen it all. 

‘Sen. Russell. And the FBI? 

‘Mr. Dulles. There is one thing 4 have usked about today, 

-that is referred to in the FBI report. We haven't any material at 

Sen. Russell. ‘They are not going to tell you anything. We 

would have to foxward the questions to the State Department, 

would have to be cleared through the Ambassadot and cleaxed with 

che Foreign Minister and get to the equivalent of their Attorney 

General and say what are we going to tell these silly Americans. 

“ : Me. Dulles. But they are in a bit of a bon, Senator, be- 

cause if they have any inkling of this and they may have some 

‘inkling of this, I don'« know, for example, we know or we kelicve 

we know from Oswald chat he got X amount of money at certain times, 

Nov, I wouldn't tell that to the Soviet. But T would say that : 

we have some information, we don’t have to say how we gor 2t, 2% i 

would be from zs... Oswald ox however it might be, some of it did 

come £rem her, that the Soviet had paid him certain moncy, would =~ 

, they kindly advise us’ how much and over what time. . 

Rep. Boggs. There is not over and beyond whit 

shows . 

Mx. Dulles. Wo. But I don’t thinks you ought te tert. 4 

mean, this is’a question for this Commission to dawide, LE wea are 

  

” tai. the BOVLOS 
going to got anything, we have goc probably to 
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know “that we have, or lec them induce that we have a good éeal. 

Rep. Boygs. Where did we get the information from, what . 

h ne . / : - e 
e@ got? r 

7 

Hr. Dulles. Yrom his letters. . 

Rep. Boggs. Not from the Sovicts? 

a "3 ‘ Me. Dulles. No, We haven'?t anything from the Soviet. We 7 

kaow he was hospitalized. We know he txied to comiit suicide 

‘+ ° ever there. We knew they extended his permission. Mow, f think 

we ought to -- there. ought to ke questions put to thaim but ‘dontt   

  

° ‘give them all the answers because ghey can just take our questions 

and ansvors and say these are the answers. I think we cught toa 

give then a clue that we know a good deal because othexwise what’ 

2.4 5 
-is the situation going to be later if we do publish, and © thints 

the Commission propably will publish later all this material. ind 

they will say here you deceived us. I aontt mind deceiving the “ 

Soviet particularly because I think that might be very helpful. 

_ We can say we gave you a chance to answer these questions, 

we told you we knew, something about this but you never gave us 

an answer go that the drafting of these questions I think is going 

  

think it ought to be done quickly. 

Rep. Boggs. Is it proposed that. this ‘be caxried owt by the C 

  

Hiv. Dulles. Wo. ict
 

  

Q 
st Sen. Russell. as XL understand it, the CEA wants to show this 
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* *. 
to two former secret service men to get suggestions so they ean, 

knowing the background of operations here, they can help the CIA 

prepare questions to give to the Department of State. 

Me. Dulles. The Department of State will send them without 

the Department of State. 5 P 

The Chaizman. Ves. 
: 7 : 

Me: Dulles. The Commission would request the Departmert of 

State, in consonance with their foreign policy, to make an inquiry, | 

further inquicy -- the Soviet has furnished information, some of 

it ebowt ithe United States, not a word about what happened in 

Russia, two and a half years he was there not a word, and we kaowes | 

Rep. Ford. And it would have the authority of a request by 

us through proper channels to the Dopartment. 

Mx. Dulles. Yes. From some talks I had, incidentally, that 

is the way the State Department would like it but they would Like 

to sea and IT think it would he wise, if the Chaixman agrees, and 

the Commission agrees, to show the State Department our letter, s 

chat we don*t ask them anything or create a record, I would show 

them our lettex, work it cout with Davis or others over there so 

that they are in entira agreement with wai wv
 

35
 

a sent, and the CIA 

Iothink has sent you tcday soma suggestions as to questions, X 

agon?tt lnow whether they have reached yeu yet or not. 

Ie. Ranliin. They have. 
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Rep. Ford. May. £ ask you this, im xeference to your ques~— i 

tion, Mr. Chairman? 

The Chairman. Yes. 

Rep. Fora, Does it have to be a watter of record for anyoody 

other than ourselves and CIA that these individuals within their 

agency have perused these documents? 

Mz. Dulles. Wo, not unless they yell. 

7 . Vir. Rankin. He is afraid they might give it away. 

Rap. Ford. “I see. 

a a * a Tho Chairman. I thought before we did it, if we were giving 

29 », 
Thea ¥ an FSI report to the CTA £or purpose, oxdinarily, I would 

say yes, let them sec everything, but to show to a Russian da- 

- . factor, Ibafore r aia that, befoxe io gave the CIA’ a xeport of the - 

Secret Serviies or, the FBI, I would want to sat the CIA vepresen= 

rive in the same room with the Secret Service and the PBI and 

chem, "Now this is the situation we are presented with. Is et
 

@ I
~
 

I
 “ 

' there any objection to ovrx doing it in this way"? 

Rep. Ford.’ nd have them as a matter of record approve it. 

The Chairman. Yes, approve it. , - 

Rep. Ford. I think that is fine. 

. . . a 

The Chairman. IT would ke afraid to do it otherwise, we 

might Got into trouble. 

Rep. Pord, I think that is a.gocd xeservaticon, I agzrea. 

Ths Chaixman. Any objection to that, camtlemen? 

le. Rankin. =F would like to have the record shay that wa
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have talked to the State Department avout designating a man. - 

  

we could talk co about. the approach to make to the Soviet Union 

    

“but wo haven*t yet gotten their approval to approach the cgovexmu 

co-goverimnent, and that is to be done yet. 

- The Chairman. Yeas. . 

-~ Ur. Rankin. ‘So chat is stall ahead of us. 

yo the Chairman. “ALL xvight. 

Sen. Cooper, We are not making a decision at this moment vf ; 

  

showing: these records to these defectors. 
. 

uncderstoad if all these different: agencies 
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agreed to it, ves. 

© ---fha Chairman. Yes. 

?*. \ "Me, Dulles: May Z make just a slight amendment to that he~. 

  

“cvause if the FBI agreas to have its material, I don't thinls the 

-Sacret Sexvice should be able to veto that or vice-versa. ih 

“seems to me one should, through this machinery, clear with the 

“agencies whose raporti it is, and obviously these reports, XL don't i 

“think, would ever be shown to the defectors in the form of an ¥ 

FBE xcport. They would be told it is a FBI report. ~ 

@ha Chaixman. We don't know if we give it to thom. 

Me. Dulles. EZ would just have that arxyangement with ther. 1: 

domi: think they cught to be given it as an PBI V Sj Gj 

mation in the report will he used in intexrrogati 

    

these fellows. 

Son, Cooper. Why then couldatt the CU) reopic as a &
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xeport, get £rom it such information as they necdect to trtexrroceric ~ > . . 

‘these men without ever discussing to then any source? 

Q:
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e o Q Me. Dulles. They dontt need to di 

S
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the FBI ox Secret Service. But if they used, let's say Oswald's 

c . memorandum, then that is different. Wo matter how that had heen 

obtained, whether it had been obtained by the Secret Service or 

the PSI, they would want to show them the tert and mayre the hand- : 

3 writing and the Russian, some of these things aca in Russian, to 

the defectors. . j , . S . 

Ne, Rankin. Yes. They said they wanted ta show the par- 

of codes. : : 

4 Sen. Cooper. £ see. 

My. Rankkin. They would want to go into that, too. 

fhe Chairman, If thera are no objections then, gentlemen, 

that is what we will do. 

Mr. Dulles, Would it be clear if the agency invelved. gives 

its: approval then there is no difficulty, without asking a thir 

party agency to concur, that is the only thing < was afraid of 

the way it wa 

2]
 stated, Me. Chairman. - 

The Chaixman. Well, this whole thing is intexrmixéd, the 

Secret Service found one thing in the home. of Oswald, thea PBT 

found anocher, and somebody else Fouhd another: ot 

Kew XY think before. we gat into the thicket: we peububly couche 

to get them all together and if any one of thom had a valid sceason | 

  

‘ticular Gocuments because they also think there may be a possilili ; 
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-involved in this assassination. 

otherwise, Allen? 

4 

why it shouldn't pe done, would wank to resnect it whether it 
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nD ’ was his record or not. re isn’ juste 

ing for. We are looking for a measure of protastioy 

thing is all over so there wont be any come back on kfrom any 

organization that we disclosed something to the Soviets | 

Z don’t see any reason why we should fear any oppes Leon irom 

the other organization if -- 
i 

Sen; Russell. They will all come ovt in the same place on 

Tha Chairman. I think so. Do you have any reason to think: 

Ur. Dulles, I don?t know, I don?t think anybody can say, 

Me. Chairman. I have no reason. 

G
H
P
 

Mr. McCloy. ZI they do that, they can coma back to us. 

Sen; Russell. '-The chap who vetoed it would ke amwbarrassad. 

  

   
Rap, Boggs. That disposes of that. ‘ ae 

The Chaizman, We will next go to Tiom il unde Roman Nurzex 

IT, xomains of Lee Narvey Oswald, letters ceceived £rom Nocholas 

Katzerbuch . 

Mow that situation is that his man is buried in a cemetery, 

jcers around tha clod: to watch hima, waech and ra
 and it takes of 

see that they don?t come in and exhuime him anc do soxething that 

would fuxther injure the country, and so in has heen sug¢gasied 

that to save expense they exhume him and then cremate hin, Buc
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is-unstad - —- PRESIDENT 'S COMMESS TON 

ON THis 

ASSASSINATION of PRESIDEN? KENNEDY 

| Wasnington, D. G. 

Tuesday, June 23, 196k 

a | The President's Commission met, pursuant to notice, aif 

10:00 a.m,, at 200 Maryland Avenue, Northeast, Washington, D. C., 

Chie? Justice Farl Warren, presiding. . 

PRESENT: 

Chief Justice Farl Warren, Chalrman 

Representative Gerala R, Ford, Member, 

Alten W. Dulles, Member . 

J. Lee Rankin, General Counsel 

Alpert Jenner, Associate Counsel , no 

 



‘(Members present: Chief Justice Warren and Resresenmtiy 

Ford.) 

The Chairman. On the record. 

“Rep. Ford.’ Mr, Chief Justice, I received last Friday a runber 

of these drafts, and I have looked over several of then. And 

the one antitled "Lee Harvey Oswald's Life in Russia", early 

veepera time and so forth, about 170 some pages 8 in tne first 

120° or 130 pages, I noticed at least 10 references, as I recall, 

to Be. Mesénko's views. 

First, to my meoviledge, we have never had Mr. Mesenke vafore 

the Commission, nor have we talcen depositions nor have I seen 

any F.B.T. or C.I. A. vreports on him. 

-If we.are going 6 use what -he says -- Iwill tell you in 

a minute why I don't think we should -- we ought ben have, the 

—— of the Commission, the tsk USEE whicn Shese stabemsste 

are included in the erepesed draft. 

Secondly, I have been led to pelileve, by people who I believe 

know, that there is a emai question about the reliability of 

Iie. Mesentto = a bona fide defector. - 

Now , if ne is not a bona fide defector, thenmderno circun- 

stances should we use anything that he says about Oswald or 

anything clse Jn our record. And even if he is scant cLy 

proven to be a bona Pide defector, I would have grave auestions 

abouts the utilization of what he says concerning Oswald, 

(At this points, Me. Dulles cntercd the hearing roon,)



up, one, whether we ought to get more information about 

  

Rep .ford. Now, -- 

fhe Chairman. 00 anybody else. 

Rep. Ford. Or anybody ane, 

I cannot netn -~ I feel 80 strongly about this vhat i just 

oishn that the Commiss ion has got to make a aceision on Lt. 

. I have a very strong suspicion - - and I cannot document Le 

.any more . than we can document what he says here about the mate 

‘case -~ that Mr > Mesenko could very well be a plant as not only 

for other veasons,, but Por the exci was, and if he is 

unreliable for other reasons, he could be chor oughly unceliable 

as far as dsvalad js concerned. Lt would be a very easy thing Cor 

the. Soviet Union to plant him nore for a dual purpose ~~ one for’ 

other reasons, and one to extricate themselves from ‘any impiiiea — 

tion in the assassination. 

And, for these reasons, I think the Commission ought to take 

Mesenito -- as far as I know, we have none, except rumor and | 

so-forth,, And, secondly, whether even if we got more intornaistion | 

fro hin An direct sestimony ov deposition, whether we. ough 

to use it under any circumstances at the present time. 

The Chairman. I agree with you. 

Lee, you will remember, I talked to you about that, too, 

2 
sone time aga -- that we should not rely on this man in any way -- 

  

certainly not unless the State Departient and the C.0.A. vouch 

for hit, which they will not do. And we had that -- that is in 

—
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3 . . . eee Ne i 2 : . 
the testimony heres At ledst i¢ vias talked here by the C.IA. 

peovle. I think it was Me. MeCone who said that. 

Mr, Rankin. ‘rat was off the record, Mr. Chict Justice, you 

rememoer. — 

The Chairman. ‘Yes, But I am alergic to defectors, and i 
y 

I just think we shouldn't put our trust in any defector unless 

it is known absolutely and positively that he is telling the 

truth -- unless he can be corroborated in every. respect. And ue, ~ 

cannot corroborate this man at all. And it would be a tragic 

thing if we were to rely on him to any extent,.and then it should 

later come out that he was a plant or was not a true defector. 

So I think exactly as you do, Jerry. I would vote on the 
es 

Commission hot to use his testimony, when we come to discussing 

"o
s 

dts. 

Rep. Ford, I just wanted -- I thought at this point that we 

ought to bring it up. And I wanted. you to know, and the other 

—
;
 

. 
. 

. 

Commission members know, my strong feelings in this regard. 

I am delighted to get your reaction. . 

When the time comes to make the decision, we wilt all have to 

rake ict. Bub we should not start out at this .polnt possibly using 

what we are using of his comments, when in the final. analysis 

it might be completely unreliable and undesirable. - 

Mr, Dulles. May I just add that I concur in what — Said, 

Me. Chairman, and in wnat Jerry said. 

Over the vwieekend I hac an opportanity to discuss the Mosento 
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matter in some detail with my former colleagues, and they are 

not yet in a position to determne his bona Tides. ine f. gathered 

from what they said that it might te some time before tt 

would reach any conclusions, if tney ever can reach conclusions , 

because in these difficult ‘situations you. never can-be entirely 

sure. 

So I think the position that you have taken that we ougnt 

not to rely upon this testimony ~~ and I doubt whether we should 

let she name of Mosenko get into the printed report. 

I think there is some question, as I say, as to whether Wwe 

should in any way refer to Mus ento by nane. Whether tater we should | 

use some of the information, depending upon their judgment as 

to bona fides, that is a question to be decided later. 

Mr, Rankin. Mr. Chief Justice, I think T ough’ %o report + 

to you about the whole situation as far as the staf? is. concerned, | 

so you will all an the cuxiosionene -- will be familiar with 

all the facts as I imow about 416, . . . 

- We have been trying to get an answer Soom the C.L.A..as 

to what they thought of the bona fides of Mr. Mesenko for "  g 

some time, And, finally, after we waited, recently, for several 

weeks, they told us they could not come to a conclusion. | And we 

then asked them what we could do about inis material. 

We have been furnished 1% by the @.B.2. ina veport of an  _-" 

intervicw some tine ago and they said that they didn't think we 

could rely on it, or at least they were not able to-verify nis 
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bona fides ~~ that is the C.I.A. And they said they tnongnt 

we shouldn '% use it. 

. We then have the problem that 1 si Pe Comission should 
. / . : 

decide at the proper time, that we will de dink cely not use i. 

JI think that you need to have some place in a record that wild 

.be put in Archives, bub not available to the public aopeete, 

except under security precautions, the face chat you did know 

- .about nlm, And, cha’ you did have this information chat you do 

‘rave. And, that you decided not to use it upon careful considerat Bho 

‘of the nroblen. So that che record will be complete. Becaus 

-there wi ill be peoole, in light of the fact that this was a public 

Gefection, chat has been well publicized in the press, wtie will - 

onder why he was never even called before the ‘comuiseion. 

f% thank A ie will recall chat we had 4 the question up of 

whether va would eall him for aoweral months now, and we were 

-waLlting whether we could get any ansyer from the C.I.A. as to 

:whether he was goneidered reliable pefore making that Gecision. 

: Since we could not get any answer in the affirnative, there 

was no purpose in bringing his testimony in here under these 

conditions - eo, : 7 - 

Now, J just received a call from Mr. Helms this morning 

about it, and he learned that we even had papers that the 

Comuissioners were looking at. And the stafgv felt that the 

Commissioners ‘should bring to the attention -- or they should 

pring to the attention of the Commissioners such information as Wa 

eos
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had, so that you were not in the dark about that information iin 

Tir, Helms said that he thought that iv shouldn' even be 

circulated tothe Commissioners, for fear it might get out, aout, 

the name Moseno, and what we had received. i: 

, The Chairman. The name Mosenizo, you say? 

Tir. Rankin. Yes. . 

“The hater Well, that name has peen in the paper, 

hasn "% abe 

_Mr. Rankin. “As far as the information we have associated 

with that name, is what he was suggesting. And he said would 26 

‘help if Mr, McCcne sent a Lester to the Chief Justice as Chairman 

of the Commission asking that no reference %0 Mosenico be used . 

And I said, "ZL think that would be helpful %o the Comiesiion,” 

because tnen the Conmiss ion woulda nave this position of the 

C.T.A. on record upon which éhey could act if they see fit when 

~ ss they consider the watter, And so that is whats they. pEObeGe “bd do. 

- The Chairman. Well, my own view is that we should nos rely 

to any extent on Nosenko, that there woulda be grave danger in 

doing so, snd 2 would have no confidence in anything J might sa 

about his pawttnony - 2 

We will just discuss that, and we ought to-have a meeting 

in a day or wo, on a number of quest‘Lons ¢nat have arisen. 

So ve will put that on the agenda. 

Rep. Mord. Very fine. 

eS 
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“Me. Dulles. ~ would Lite to raise the question whether 

we woulda like to have a letter, though, in aur file asking ws 

not to use it. Tt might look later to sonenady as though this 

were an attempt by the C.I.A. to bring pressure on us not to 

well say there are sensitive reasons for not naving this name ~ 

. brought up in this connection -~ but I nope they won't say 

we could not use it. — , . = 

The -Chairman. I wonder if they could not say ther are not | 

prepared to vouch for him, and if they don't vouch for nim, 

certainly Zam not going to. 

ie. Dulles, That is fine. Then we have a justification for 

not using it. 

Now, the testimony, though, might have certain vacteeround 

intevest for us, because there are two possibilities. Eltner 

a the Fellcy is a plant, or there are certain bona fides in the 

case, If he is a plant and saying this, tnis 1s highly significant. 

We wouldn't use it as the truth,but it mignt influence our 

thinicing on certain points. 

Rep. Ford. This, I think, 1s getting down to tne crux of 

the matter. We cannot pass judgment on the matter of whetner 

he dio bona Fide ora plant, Bot te my bo desavante for the 

Commission to Indicate that inforinmation has been received about 

Mosenico, and what he alleges to know ahout Oswald's Life in the 

Soviet Union, And then in our report, we can say we are in no 

use a certain bit of informaticn. I don't see ~~ they can perfectly 
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position to pass judgment on it. 

But for us to ignore the fact that an agency of OBL Govern- 

ment has ‘a ran who says he knows something about Oswald ts Lite 

in the Soviet Union, we ought to say somethiag about 16 “+ eltner 

* 
say we are not ina position to say it is rellable, it way develop 

that he was or wasn't rejiable. But for us ta just ignore the 

fact, when we know somebody ‘in the. Governments has sinformation 

. from a person who was in Russia, and who alleges he Icaows some- 

thing about Oswald, would be unfortunate. 

The Chairman. I think the crux -- I agree with you. And 

I think the crux of the whole matter 1s that the report shovld 

be clear to the effect ‘chat we cannot vouch for the testimony - 

2 
of Mr .Mosenko. 

‘ Isn't that your Idea? * 
, 

Rep. Ford, That is right. 

But we perhaps shouldn't ignore the fact cha'tt-tchere is ‘some 

information that the Commission is familiar with. Z. don't In o¥t 

‘quite how you would phrase it in the report. 

But to Ignore 4¢, I thinlg would be unforvnate.- 

The chairman. Yes. — 7 

I think Lee has got the feel of that thing, and fee
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Me, Rankin. The staff was very much worricd about just 

treating 1% as though we never heard anything about 16, and 

having something develop later on that would cause everybody to 
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Imow that there was sucm inrormatioa and that we didn't do-. 

  

anything about it,and it would maybe afrect the validity on - 

our whole report, a oo + on 

fir. Dulles. If it has not alrzady been done, I think it 

maght be well, too, to asic the staff to go over this report 

‘and to make a brie? report to us as 0 where this gees with 

others in certain cases -- it seems to me-to _ with what we 

have -- in certain cases At supplements it. But is tight be 

- useful to-have a brief study of that kind, and see how much 1¢ 

' 
gees with other independent informrationtwe have, and where it 

Supplements, adds to or differs from it. 

‘ Rep. Ford. I think you have got to analyZe this in two 

ways. Gae, if he is bona fide, then hat he imows or allegedly 

Imes could be helpful. But in the alternative, if Ka is nok 

bona Lidge, if he is a plant, we would have to take a auch 

different view at what he said and why neis ‘here. This makes 

quite a difference, ' 

And I don "¢ think we can ignore the two alternatives, And 

“there are only two of then, And we ought to discuss that in 7 

the report. 

Mr, Dulles. Do you nappen to know the date situation, 

as to the date of his defection in relation to the assassination? 

Me, RankJn. Well, that is me of the things that T inquired 

into, In trying to find out from tne C.I.A. as whether or not 

heright have been planted for tne puxpase of furnishing viris & 

L-oRRe ae Lk



  

> information -- because that was very ais ae me and 

to the staff that weré worlting in this area <- tie. Coleran and 

he, Slawson. And they assured me that he had been what they 

“call dangled before thetity before whe as sass ination oc ourze cd, 

‘for several mont he so that they felt chat it ‘couldn't > have’ been 

anysSaing that was connec ted with the idea of furnishing a a plants 

for. this par teniian punpeo.: . ; 

* aim entirely satisfied from what they told: ine abut that. 

. Nou, we dontt have ‘that in the record. This is just a 

telepto ne conversation. . 

Rep. Ford. It is “my best recollection that hewas actually 

a defector some time -iIn Decwner ne art a disarrament meeting in 

. Geneva , Switzerland, And the  ondigdinan, press releases were to 

the effect that he was a highly significant eaten as far as we 

were conce:ned, because hie was in Geneva with these Soviet 

decemament experts. , 

There was great mystery about this particular defection, 

pecause the Soviet fadien made such a protest -- they went to - 

‘the Swiss Government, as I recall, and raised the devil about it. 

Nous Subsequent inforivation has developed that. he does 'S 

appear to be quite as big a catch, if any, as. pape as ue'are 

concerned, 

Having absolutely no faith in what the Sovict Union trias 

to do in these kind of cases, he elght have been dangled for one 

reason tuo or three months before the assassination, bus pumped Ps : . 

(Emre Le tlk
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the last tnaree weeks subsequent Se vhe sameeinntion, and # man, 

that was as high as he allegedly is, with the mental cavacity 

he is ‘supposed to have, could be-very well filled with all the 

information hei he is now giving us in reference to the Oswald 
7 

case. . 

As Tsay, Tama complete and total skeptic and cynic 

“about these kinds of people, and there would be no better way 

for the Soviets, Union ‘to try and clean its own skirts than to have 

. a high ranting defector come eo Oswald's importance, 

Oswald's significance, while he was in the Soviet Union. 

So, in my opinion, we have got to be very hard-bolied, 

a! cynical, skeptical, about Mr.. Mosenko, and any relationships 

he might have as far as the Oswald case. 

The Chairman. Well, I think we are in agreement on almost 

eerything you say. 

(Whersupon, at'10:30 a.m., the Commission recessed, to 

‘go into further business.)


